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12. Project Output To display the project in the DTM frame, it needs to be transferred to the
PC. You must set the UniOp in configuration mode. To do so: Press the key during 3 seconds

Select the option CFG with the arrows keys Press PC configuration Check the com. The
UniOp needs to be in configuration mode to communicate with the PC: Press the key during

3 seconds Select the option CFG with the arrows keys Press PC configuration Check the
com. A dialog box will pop up with the PC settings. Check if you setup the UniOp as the ATA

: Serial port A. By default, the UniOp are configured at Bps This speed depends on the
selected tag range (WORD, BIT). Select the tab Transfer Options Serial port. By default

UniOp are configured at Bps The UniOp needs to be in configuration mode to communicate
with the PC: Press the key during 3 seconds Select the option CFG with the arrows keys
Press PC configuration Check the com. The UniOp needs to be in configuration mode to

communicate with the PC: Press the key during 3 seconds Select the option CFG with the
arrows keys Press PC configuration Check the com. 4. Transfer to PC The transfer files are in

the file transfer menu : Download project. When the file transfer is finished, the project is
displayed in the DTM frame. If there is no file transfer, a warning is displayed in the last line

of the DTM frame. 4 17. Editing / Addition with the FFX-2013 Format. To add or remove
values of a field, you need to de-selected the box without using the mouse. The arrow of the
field can not be edited: When selected. If the field is output or output coil, you can use the
values in the Range. Each time you check a value, the value of the field is also displayed in
the Status bar. In the Options tab, you can enter a value in the range and program the field

to automatically write it to the PC. At this time, you can also add additional values to the
field if needed. To edit values, you need to first select the field by pressing the ALT key. You
can then select any value using the mouse or the keyboard. At this time, the values in the
range will be displayed in the Status bar. To get back to the previous step, press the ALT

key again and then press the key. To check the range on which you have selected a value,
add in the field. When you are on the first value of the range (on the value for example),

press the ALT key. In the Display options you can type the value of the field. To display the
values of the range of interest, a popup windows will appear on the selected value. The

values of the range are always displayed in order from the low to high value. If you change
the value of the input range of the field, all values that are in the range are also updated.
You can still add new values by selecting any number in the output range. The values that
you add will be written to the field. The key can be used to write the new value in reverse

order. Getting started with Designer 6 17
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11 5. Installation and
communication There are 2 file
versions and 2 different types of

installation. Installing the application
App. (Download the installer)

Startup menu : Manager : Command
line the application Command line

The application has a command line
interface, a script editor and other
features. The application also has a

manager to start and stop the
application. Getting started with
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Designer 6 11 12 6. Getting started
with the application The application
is organized into : Platform : There
are 2 operating systems available :

Linux Ubuntu Windows 10 7
Operating system For Linux, you can

select a Linux distribution: Debian
Sarge (stable) Ubuntu (LTS) Fedora

OS. The installer installs the
platforms defined, as well as the

tools it needs to work. It also
provides a text editor and the IDEA

script editor. If you have a noob
command line interface, the

standard command is easy to learn.
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The interface is organized into : First
stage Programming : Programming
is performed directly from the script

editor. If a special command is
required, the standard command is

easy to learn. The interface is
organized into : Building : The

application builds and outputs files.
The application provides a text

editor and the IDEA script editor. If
you have a noob command line

interface, the standard command is
easy to learn. The interface is
organized into : Manual : The

manual is provided as a document
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to be opened with a text editor or by
the script editor to add information
to the application. Getting started
with Designer 6 12 13 7. What is

CNC? A CNC (Computerized
Numerical Control) Machine is a

highly specialized computer
controlled machine that has very
little freedom of movement. Its

functions are limited to positioning
the machine at each step of the

process that the machine is
programmed for. There is no control
of speed, the distance travelled is
constant. The part passes through
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the machine at uniform speed. The
machine is controlled from a
computer. A robot with a CNC

machine is called a CNC. A CNC is a
numerical and relatively economical

machine to produce parts or
fixtures. It is usually used to

produce, but also to make 3D
prototypes. See in the comparison to
other machines. Getting started with
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